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Contractor Entrance

Construction to close off Seventh St.

Traffic to be re-routed
to Ninth St. in
response to closing
BY

ERIN M ILLER

CITY REPORTER

While students are gone for spring break,
Eastern will be closing offSeventh Street to prepare

for renovations on the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
The street will be closed when contractors
arrive to work on the Doudna project, which
will begin during the week ofspring break, said
Jeff Cooley, vice president for business affairs.
"We are going to be tearing down a lot of
things, and this will be a major construction
site," Cooley said.
The new building will stretch across
Seventh Street so it will remain closed even
after construction is complete, he said.

Eastern gave the city 4,440 credit hours in
exchange for the strip of Seventh Street so
Doudna could be built the way the university
envisioned, Mayor Dan Cougill said.
"Obviously the best thing to do was to close
Seventh Street," he said of the agreement. "We
sat down and figured out how we could do it."
The city now offers scholarships with those
credit hours to local high school students who
SEE

CONSTRUCTION PAGE 7

The future
of Doudna
•

ISllOW

Renovations to
begin over
spring break
BY APRIL MCLAREN
CAMPUS EDITOR

Ralph Dougherty, junior art
major, recently transferred to
Eastern from a community college where there was construction
on the art facilities.
While he was hoping to see the
new facilities finished at the community college, he transferred to
Eastern before the renovations
were finished.
But when he carne to Eastern, he
witnessed the same problem when

Women
depicted
as sexual
objects

PHaro COURTESY Of ElJ FACLITIES PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

he found out about the Doudna
Fine Arts Center renovations.
Now he is currently taking his
art classes at Art Park West on
Seventh Street because of the renovations.
"I really hope they get (the construction) going," he said.

Within the next week, construction workers will begin on
the renovations that Dougherty is
hoping for, and the work will be
visible when students return after
spring break.
"The most noticeable thing
that students will see when they

return will be fencing and trailers," said Steve Shrake, manager
of design and construction. "The
next 30 months will see dramatic
changes to the exterior as well as
the interior structure."
SEE

Film, television, music, music videos
and computer games have been criticized for the demeaning content on
women by portraying them as sexual
objects.
In the lecture "Images of Violence
Against Women" Monday night, Gail
Dines said the image of women in the
media is repeatedly depicted as victims
of violence or as sexual objects.
Annette Samuels, assistant journalism professor, said the issue is caused by
how to deal with women in the media
and what the media focuses on when it
depicts women.
The fact that the United States has a
higher incidence of eating disorders
than any other developed countries is
related to people's media exposure, said
Melanie Mills, communication studies
professor.
"We don't have realistic body images,
especially white women," she said.
Women are not represented well or
realistically in the media, said Terry
Johnson, assistant professor ofjournalism.
For example, Johnson said the "ideal"
woman in advertising is 6 feet tall and
weighs 95 pounds.
" How many 6-foot-tall, 95-pound
women do you know," Johnson said.
The "ideal" woman in advertising,
especially in magazines, is a concept that
has hurt many women who strive consciously or unconsciously to be thin, and
it has generated numerous unhealthy
lifestyles, she said.
Plastic surgery is one of the effects
from the media. According to the annual report of the American Society of
Plastic Surgeons, in 2003 more than
$15 million was spent on cosmetic and
reconstructive surgeries.
Its cost has increased by 17 percent in
respect to 2002.
"The images in the media affect people's ideologies because the power of
imagery is very strong," Dines said.
Media portrays women as "just
flesh," Mills said. It disregards healthy
relationships and encourages viewers to
interact as pieces of flesh that fit together, rather than looking at how we "fit"
in other ways emotionally and spiritually, she added.
However, Mills also said men are
degraded by the media.
'1 think it degrades men too by portraying them as only interested in satisfYing their lust," she said.
In addition to the media portraying
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FIVE-DAY OUTLOOK
TODAY
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35 41
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Mostly sunny
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Partly cloudy
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SATURDAY

SUNDAY

43 44
33

Snow shower
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SHOWING SPIRIT

CAMPUS BRIEFS

ONLINE
POLL

1-2 p.m. Key Server Training in CATS Training
Lab, McAfee 1214. KeyServer is a software license
management tool that allows people to log, meter
and control usage of application programs. Topics
that will be covered include a basic overview of the
KeyServer and how it will help optimize software
asset utilization in different departments.

Should the university have
renewed coach
Rick Samuels'
contract for a
26th year?

1-2:30 p.m. "The Vanidllng Newspaper: Survival
and Public Service in the Age of We Media" in
Buzzard Auditorium. T he free public Web cast is
about the newspaper business model and its viability
in a digital world. The presentation will answer such
questions as: Is journalism and its social service function still important! Where does the spirit and tradition of socially responsible journalism and a betterinformed society manifest in new media forms?

A) Yes. He should
have been given
one more year
because
of
upcoming talent.
B) No. No confer
ence
champi
onship in 25 years
equals need for a
change.
C) Yes. Samuels is
a legend. He
should have been
let go when he
was ready to go.
D) Not sure if it
was the best deci
sion, but it won't
be the end of the
world for Samuels
or Eastern.

3p.m. Democracy and Education at the
Crossroads: Schools in the 21st Century in Booth
Library Room 3202. A Booth Library Speaker Series
presentation by James Scott Johnston and Dawn
VanGunten, Department of Secondary Education
and Foundations. This presentation will examine
what commitments have been made by education to
democracy, what areas require more work and what
lies ahead for public education.

3- 4 p.m. The Popular Festivals of Latin America in
Coleman Hall1130. A PowerPoint presentation about
festivals in Latin America for Foreign Language Week.
4-5 p.m. Careers in Foreign Language in
Coleman Hall 1170. Presentation given by Stephen
Canfield, foreign languages department chair.

4 p.m. Rec:reati.on administtation studentli meeting

in McAfee Gymnasium. Information about doing
fieldwolk over the sununer (REC 3551).
6-7 p.m. T he Foods of Latin America in
Coleman Hall1120. A PowerPoint presentation by
Carlos Amaya, assistant foreign language professor.
7 p.m. The Spanish Apartment in Coleman Hall
1170. A French movie with English subtitles.

AROUND ILLINOIS CAMPUSE
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY

Survey results on health
NORMAL - According to the results of a study
done nearly a year ago, the health of lllinois State
University students is both improving and declining,
depending on the subject.
The survey, created by the National College Health
Association, was given to ISU students in 2000, 2002
and 2004.
READ MOREATWWW.DAILYVIDETTE.ORG

Tuscola High School fans cheer on the Warriors during the IHSA Class ACharleston Supersectional game against
Flora at Lantz Arena Tuesday night. Tuscola lost to Flora 69-58.

WTF?

PEOPLE

Coach licks player's cut

Jolie helps refugees

HALSEY, Ore. - A state panel plans to investigate
a high school football coach who acknowledged licking
a bloody cut on the knee of one of his players.
The Oregon Teacher Standards and Practices
Commission decided to look at the case after a parent
complained that Central Linn High School coach Scott
Reed's behavior threatened student safety and health.
Reed, 34, who also teaches science, acknowledged
the incident last year after the parent's complaint. The
school district placed him on probation and required
him to take a "bloodborne pathogens" course.
Police investigated, but Reed was not arrested.
"Sometimes there are actions that are socially unacceptable or bizarre that aren't necessarily criminal," Linn
County Sheriff Dave Burright said.
The student whose knee was licked told police Reed
had given team members a pep talk about a coach licking and healing injured players' wounds so they could
get back in a game.
Team members urged Reed to do the same for a
bleeding scab on the student's knee, and Reed did after
asking permission. A witness said Reed seemed to be
"joking around" and the licked athlete was not offended, the police report said.
Contacted by The Register-Guard newspaper of
Eugene, Reed refi.ISed to comment.

WASHINGTON In a town filled with big
names and egos jostling for the spotlight, Hollywood
star Angelina Jolie drew crowds, turned heads and had
cameras flashing.
The Oscar-winning actress came to the nation's
capital Tuesday to promote a favorite cause: aiding
refugees. She's given more than $3 million to the
effort, including $500,000 to help bankroll an organization that will provide free legal aid to the thotiSands
of children who arrive alone to the United States each
year as refugees and immigrants.
In a speech at the National Press Club, she outlined
plans for the Washington-based National Center for
Refugee and Immigrant Children, expected to open
shop this spring. It will be jointly run by the U.S.
Committee for Refugees and Immigrants and the
American Immigration Lawyers Association.
It will recruit and train lawyers nationwide to work
pro bono for young arrivals - often victims of trafficking or abuse - who must navigate the U.S. court system without a parent or guardian.
The 29-year-old is a goodwill ambassador for the
United Nation's refugee agency and the mother of
Cambodia-born Maddox, whom she adopted. She
said she plans to adopt again and her son wants an
'Mrican brother."

EASTERN NEWS

The Daily Eastern News is produced by the
students of Eastern Illinois University. It is
published daily Monday through Friday, in
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vacations or examinations. Subscription price:
$50 per semester, $30 br summer, $95 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in
this paper.
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HAVE ASUGGESTION?

If you have any suggestions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Daily Eastern News, feel free to
contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail
mmwilliams1220@aol.com.

FIND AMISTAKE?

Let us know if you find a facnlai
error in The News so we can provide
the correct information to other readers. Contact the editor at 581-2812or
mmwilliams1220@aol.com.
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Patricks Day.

WORD
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fey

1 . possessing or
displaying a
strange and other
wordly aspect or
quality; magical or
fairylike; elfin.
2 . having power to
see into the future;
visionary; dairvoy
ant.
3. appearing slighdy
crazy; as if under a
spell; touched
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GREEK SPOTLIGHT

Greek members prepare for Greek Week

BY KAYLA CROW
STAFF WRITER

Eastern's Greek community is
gearing up for its annual Greek
Week in April.
April 1-9 is when fraternities and
sororities on campus unite during a
week of festivities that celebrate
Greek life. Greek organizations will
participate in a multitude of competitions and performances.
Eastern's newest sorority, Delta
Delta Delta, will participate for the
first time this year.
"We are extremely excited," said
Kristen Agee, president of Delta
Delta Delta and a junior math secondary education major. "We finally get to present ourselves to the
Eastern community."
This year's Greek Week kicks off
April 1 with the election of the king
and queen on the Library Quad.
Voting will be held in conjunction
with bingo and the Taste of Coles
County, featuring food from local
restaurants.
Fraternities and sororities will
begin their performances at 7 p.m.
April 2 when they participate in the
Airband performance.
"Airband is really cool," said Joy
Hoffmann, president of Kappa

Delta and a junior psychology
major. "All of the sororities and fraternities send groups and they
dance and lip synch to different
songs."
Airband is held in conjunction
with coronation and is a favorite
among many Greeks on campus.
A highlight for many sorority
and fraternity members is Greek
Sing, which will be held April 3 at
Lantz Arena. Every sorority and
fraternity is required to send a
group to perform at Greek Sing.
Each group has picked a theme
and will perform songs that go
along with that theme. This year's
themes include Delta Delta
Delta's "pop-rock" theme and
Sigma Phi Epsilon's medley of
Journey songs.
The men of Sigma Phi Epsilon
are excited about this year's theme
and said they hope their fraternity
will do better than last year when
they had a Motown theme.
"Greek Sing is a big tradition in
our house," said Adam Huhn, president of Sigma Phi Epsilon and a
junior
business management
major.
Other events during Greek Week
include canoe races, Collegiate Bowl
and helping students at Jefferson

KELLY CREMENTITHE DAILY EASTERN NEINS

W®GIXOOl ®{} fu Altlh• Ga
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lb:mkl
3 all ll,anilz A:r.Elementary School during "fun days."
The final event of Greek Week is
tugs. Tugs consists of three categories,
little men, big men and women, who
will all compete on April 8. The tugs

championship will be April9.
Greek Week concludes with a Greek
awards banquet on Aprill3.
The Greek community is looking
forward to Greek Week and hopes that

the student body will come out to watch.
"The chapters work really hard
on these things," Huhn said. "We
want everyone to come out and
watch."

Faculty Senates finds out its recruting efforts work

Senate also
hands out
faculty award
BY jENNIFER PERYAM
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

Eastern's marketing message for
admissions is paying off in recruiting
students for fall 2005.
Brenda Ross, director of admissions, shared the strengths and challenges of attracting potential students to Eastern Tuesday at the
Faculty Senate meeting.
"One of our strengths is that stu-

dents find Eastern to be the perfect
size," Ross said.
Eastern students receive individual
attention and interaction with faculty
through smaller class sizes, Ross said.
Another strength Ross identified
that attracts students to Eastern is the
university's location.
"We are in a perfect location
pulling students from the North and
the South," Ross said.
Admissions has been working with
Eastern alumni in these areas to attract
potential students.
Ross also shared potential challenges that Eastern faces in recruitment efforts.
"We often suffer from a low self-

"Luff's teaching and research has been outstanding."
)OHN POMMIER,
SENATE MEMBER AND CHAIR Of THE SELECTION COMMITTEE

esteem hiding in the castle not sure of
trying new things," Ross said.
Some of the admissions challenges
Ross identified in recruiting students
are financial limitations and competition from community colleges.
Ross said that 51 percent of high
school students in illinois start their
education at community colleges.
"We are the classic institution, but
don't always tell those we recruit that,"

said senate member Bud Fischer.
Fischer recommended Eastern
inform potential students on what the
university can offer them that community colleges cannot.
Ross stressed the importance of faculty being available to accommodate
questions and concerns on open house
days. The admissions department is
having an open house April 23 for
prospective students and their parents.

Also at the meeting, the senate
selected Roger Luft, a professor in the
school of technology, as the recipient
of the 2005 Distinguished Faculty
Member Award. The award honors
faculty who excel in teaching, research
and community service.
"Lufr's teaching and research has
been outstanding," said senate member and chair of the selection committee John Pommier.
Pommier said Lufr has received more
than $2.5 million in grants and has
been a president of the International
Business Educators Association.
The Faculty Senate meets every
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in Booth library
Conference Room 4440.
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COLUMN

Wrong concept of
English education

YOUNGCHI
CHANG
JUNIOR, JOURNALISM
MAJOR

Chang is a guest
columnist for
The Daily Eastern

News.

There is no argument that English, as the global
language, is important everywhere. If you have to go
to Korea for business, even if you don't know Korean
at all, you don't have to worry about how to get to
the meeting place; you can get a guide map in
English. In most countries of the world it's the same.
South Korea, my home country, has made many
education policies to improve the English ability of its
people. Test of English for International
Communication is the most important requirement
to get in a company. Most college students, even high
school or middle school students, are struggling to
study for the TOEIC.
Also, many of the colleges in South Korea have
invented their own test for students. Four years ago,
my former university, Sookmyung Women's
University, created its own test, Multimedia Assisted
Test of English, to measure the speaking and writing
ability of its students. This test is one of the required
tests to graduate from the school. This all helps students improve their English skills.
However, unfortunately, my home country of
Korea has the wrong concept for teaching English.
The cost of private education to develop English
communication capabilities has increased greatly
every year. Despite the economic slowdown last year,
big-ticket items for English training programs captured the lucrative attention of consumers. LG H ome
Shopping Inc., one of the largest home shopping
channels in South Korea, received, within an hour,
130 orders amounting to $500,000 for an English
program in Canada that targets elementary and secondary school students. A four-week English program
in an American public school cost about $4,000.
The demand for such English training programs
has spread quickly throughout Korea. The cost is
increasing day by day. This has generated fatal side
effects on the society.
In an extreme case one year ago, a mother, whose
child wished to study in the United States, killed herself because she could not afford the education for her
daughter.
Despite its smaller size, South Korea has the third
highest number of students studying in the United
States of all Asian countries. Only India and China
have more students studying abroad.
There are a lot of smart Koreans, and they have
achieved their goals and are now playing a pivotal
role in America.
But, some believe that by just coming to the
United States their ability to communicate English
will develop. They are wrong and their money is
going to waste.
When I was in middle school and high school, we
mainly learned about grammar, vocabulary and reading skills. Communication skills were not stressed.
Although I got a perfect soore on the exams, when I
met an American in person I could not effectively
communicate. Many Korean students have had the
same experience.
Fortunately, Korea's English education system in
public schools has changed. They are now trying to
get a balance between verbal and literal skill. Also,
most elementary schools have begun to hire native
English teachers to educate their students.
English is a vital measure of today to oommunicate
with people throughout the globe. But, South Korea
and all other countries needs to foster the right concept of English education.
As was said in a previous The Daif:y Eastern News
column, 'Spare the rod and spoil the child.' Now, I
am giving the rod to my country for having wrong
concept of English education. My hope is South
Korea can better contribute to the world with reform.

EDITORIAL CARTOON BY MICHAEL ABERNATHY

•
EDITORIAL

Construction fences, finally
When students return from spring break, the

campus will look considerably different.
Seventh Street will be closed, and construction
fences will dominate the east side of campus.
Finally, construction on Doudna Fine Arts
Center will begin. While the exact date of construction has yet to be determined, it could be
as early as next week, and fences will be up by
the end of spring break.
This is a welcome sign to an ugly building
that has laid dormant for the past two years collecting dust and frustration to those in the art,
theatre and music departments.
Despite the inconveniences of construction
row, which unexpectedly includes Blair Hall,
the news that construction is finally getting

including Pemberton H all, Booth Library and

At issue

The changes to
campus,
making way for
the new fine
arts center that
wi ll take p lace
over spring
break.

Our stance
Wh ile there
wi ll be
inconveniences,
students and
facu lty
shou ldn't
complain; it
wi II be worth it
in the end.

9th Street Hall
Students and faculty should not complain
about these inconveniences because students
and faculty before us put up with the same
things as construction was done on Booth
Library and Buzzard H all, both beautiful buildings that currently benefit all of us. Not to
mention the extended displacement that has
befallen the Doudna departments.
Students and faculty have a reason to be
patient. The fine arts center that we will have in
three years will be one of the best in the state.
The administration and the three Doudna
departments have been fighting hard to get
money for the expansion re-released by the
Capital Development Board.

underway is good.
Students trying to get from the northeast portion of

And thankfully, the frustrating delay is finally behind

the campus to the south end of campus will have to take

Eastern, allowing all students and staff members to look

a roundabout route since Seventh Street will be closed

forward to the day in 2007 when Doudna is expected to

between the current fine arts center and the old health

open.

services building that has been holding Blair refugees.
Those former Blair residents will have to move out of
their temporary-temporary home into several locations

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Dairy Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR T URN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

TINLEY PARK MARINE
WILL NOT BE FORGOTTEN

This letter is in response to the Feb.
22 story on the Tmley PaJk Marine
killed in Iraq. Those of you who didn't
know Corporal Kevin Clarke missed
out on knowing an amazing human

being.
Kevin was a dear friend to so many

people and touched so many lives. He
was not just a Marine or an exceptional
athlete in high school; he was so much
more. Anyone who knew Kevin knew

that he was the most kind-hearted wonderful individual that you will ever meet.
Kevin was a wonderful brother, son,
uncle, friend and coach. As long as anyone could remember, he knew that serving our country was his calling in life.
Kevin was always determined and put
all ofhis efforts forward in everything he
did in his life. He made the ultimate
sacrifice by fighting and losing his life in
order to save ours.
Kevin Guke is just one of the many
reminders that there are true heroes that
are fighting and dying for us everyday

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters
to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate

out there. These people live day by day
not knowing if they will make it
through another one. Please thank people like this and think of them and what
they do for us everyday.
Even though Kevin is no longer with
us, I know that he will live on in our
hearts and memories forever. From all of
us who love and miss him, he will always
be our hero...our "Superman!"

G INA MARIE T ENUTA
SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJOR

their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters for length.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to
mmwilliams1220@a o l.com.
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Carman Hall's 'murder' mystery is solved

BY PAUL KOMES
STAFF WRITER

The girl pictured on the walls in
Carman Hall is not a mystery any more
now that the "murderer" has been identified and taken into police custody.
Approximately 35 people participated in Carman Hall's CSI:
Charleston program and got a taste of
what investigating is all about. In this
case, the victim was Lindsay DiPietro,
Carman Hall Council vice president.
Four groups of people walked with
their tour guides into different rooms
throughout Carman Hall to listen to
monologues of five suspects accused
of DiPietro's murder. This let participants decide who the killer was after
hearing each side of the story.
"I wrote the case in a way to keep the
people guessing," said Sabrina Norrick,
the main programmer of the event.
The people who played speaking
roles enjoyed what they contributed
to the event.
"It's a different kind of program,
and I'm loving it," said JeffFlaxman, a
Carman Hall Council member who
played the nerdy stalker suspect. '~d

the great thing about this program is
the (suspects and participants) don't
know who killed (DiPietro)."
The other suspects were a cook, a
jealous girl, the roommate and the exboyfriend. The roles were played,
respectively, by Lindsay Drabek,
Antionerte Doss and Kevin Lee.
Mterward, people witnessed
DiPietro's dead body and were left to
wonder who the killer was while
enjoying their chips and dip.
The participants who figured out who
killed DiPietro and how he or she did it
received candy at the end of the event.
"We used make-up to throw the
participants off," DiPietro said while
wearing pale white make-up accented
with streaks of "blood."
The ex-boyfriend was found guilty
of allegedly murdering DiPietro with
a dirty towel, putting an end to the
mystery. DiPietro was found on the
basement floor of Carman Hall, lying
cold and "bloody."
"(Being dead) was cold, and it was
really hard to keep character because I
couldn't stop laughing," DiPietro said.
Aside from DiPietro's death, the
night was full of positive energy.

MICHELLE ARNOLD/THED'IILY EASTERN NEWS
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Student Government awaits funding to advertise elections
B Y C HRISTINA D OCKUS
STAFF WRITER

The Student Senate will vote to allocate fi.mds to advertise spring Student
Government elections, which are scheduled for Aprill2 and 13.
Advertising for the upcoming election has not been very prominent on
campus because candidates in the nmning are waiting for fi.mding through
this bill, said Student Senate speaker

Ryan Berger.

However, that
could all possibly
change with the
passing of this legislation
that
"releases money
from the Student
RYAN BERGER
Government
budget so that
we can advertise the election and
encourage students to get out and
vote," Berger said.
While trying to change the fi.mding

opportunities for candidates, Student
Senate is also trying to make some issues
a continued concern.
"A by-law change for the on-campus day-care (center) will add the
issue to the External Relations
Committee," Berger said.
Senate members think the day-cue
project is important and want to make
sure it continues to progress.
"Making the issue a permanent part
of the organization means that once
these members leave, senate still has to

HEALTH SERVICE
SPRING BREAK HOURS
OPEN

Monday, March 14 - Friday, March 18
8:00 - 12:00 and 1:00 - 4:30

CLOSED

Saturday & Sunday, March 12 & 13
and
Saturday & Sunday, March 19 & 20
REGULAR HOURS
WILL RESUME
Monday, March 21

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
NOW LEASING!!-28 Four Bedroom H omes and
96 T hree Bedroom D uplexes

address the project," Berger said.
Another change to be discussed in the
Sntdent Senate is an academic advising
reconstruction resolution, proposed by
Chelsea Frederick, chair of academic
affairs committee.
"Students on campus have
expressed concern about an unstructured or non-unified system of academic advising," Berger said.
The proposal suggests sntdents and
advisers woik as soon as students declare
a major to develop an eight-semester

plan. Students would still meet with
advisers each semester, but the four-year
outline is meant to give a dear idea of
classes needed earlier on, Berger said.
Senate members who attended the
Conference on Student Government
.AffiUrs Feb. 26 to March I at Texas
A&M University will also present their
report at tonight's meeting.
Student Senate meets at 7 p.m.
tonight in the Arcola/Tuscola Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr
University Union.

STIX S71X S71X STIX
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NEW CONSTRUCTION!! For Fall 2005
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Artist to reveal
her Love Legend
BY

MAuREEN f AYDASH

STAFF WRITER

A painting of a 12th cenrury legendary love story will be revealed for
the first time on Wednesday during
Women's History and Awareness
Month.
Art department faculry member
Jenny Chi will unveil her painting
"Legend of Heloise and Abelard: A
Visual Representation" in honor of
WHAM.
Chi has been a working artist for 15
years and this is her second unveiling at
the Tarble Arts Center.
"Much of her wolk is based on traditional and classical themes," said
Michael Watts, director of the Tarble
Arts Center.
Although Chi completed the painting in October 2004, she believes that
having this first showing during
WHAl\1 suits the painting well

WEDNESDAY, MARCH
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Governor diverts millions in funds
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Hoping
to increase support for schools, Gov.
Rod Blagojevich wants to divert
hundreds of millions of dollars from
350 special funds set up for purposes including protecting abused
women, studying spinal cord
injuries and testing criminals'
DNA.
The governor maintains his plan
would take only surplus money,
allowing the funds to continue their
work uninterrupted. It would give
schools an additional $140 million
a year, the administration says.
"Year after year, these funds generate balances. They don't need all
they take in," said Ginger Ostro,
director of education issues in the
governor's budget office.
Many of Blagojevich's fellow
Democrats say the idea is worth
studying. But Republicans, along
with groups paying fees that support the special funds, dismiss the
idea as a backdoor tax increase that
might not end up helping schools
all that much.
"Ifl were an educator, I would be
concerned. I don't think the fund

because Heloise was a 12th century
woman who was ahead of her time.
"My point of view is what she
accomplished during her time was phenomenal," Chi said.
Chi will explain the complete story
of the literature legend during the
unveiling. Following the viewing there
will be a reception where people are
invited to ask questions of the artist
and discuss the painting.
All students and faculty are welcome
to come and share their different perspectives of the painting. Chi wants
people to not only give their artistic
interpretation but also other perspectives such as historical and philosophical interpretations.
''People can analyze the painting
from any point of view," Chi said.
The painting will be shown at 6:30
p.m. Wednesday at the Tarble Arts
Center and is sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center.

sweep is a very predictable or stable
revenue source," said Doug
Whitley, president of the Illinois
Chamber of Commerce. "It's kind
of like raiding the piggy bank to
find enough money to go buy milk
and bread."
Blagojevich introduced the idea
in his budget proposal last month,
but details of which funds would be
hit and which would go untouched
were not released until Tuesday.
Documents from his budget
office show Blagojevich would
exempt some key funds, including
pension systems, highway construction and charities supported by
check-offs on state tax forms.
The funds that would be targeted
include those supporting state veterans homes, asbestos abatement,
domestic violence shelters, drug
treatment and environmental conservation. Skeptics pointed out
some education funds also would be
tapped under the plan to raise education money.
Blagojevich would also take
money out of funds run by other
state officials, including several

overseen by Attorney General Lisa
Madigan.
Madigan spokeswoman Melissa
Merz said state law and court orders
control how much of the money
can be spent. The governor's plan
would require the office to replace
the lost money with tax dollars or
cut back on work that actually generates revenue for the state, she said.
"It makes no sense at all," Merz
said. "Those are funds we use to do
critical work and law enforcement
that results in large awards for the
state."
Blagojevich has diverted money
from special funds in the past to
help balance two state budgets. But
this proposal takes it to a new level
that could continue the practice for
years to come.
The governor wants to take about
one-third of the balance in the
funds and pool the money to create
a single account of about $420 million. Of that money, $140 million
would go to schools and the rest
would serve as an emergency
account in case any of the special
funds run short of money.

Health Fair to be put on at the Student Recreation Center
B Y TEAGUE MOLLOY

STAFF WRITER

The 7th Annual Eastern lllinois
Health Fair will be held in the
Student Recreation Center, and it
will include 68 local exhibitors today
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
"It is designed to promote what
health resources are in the area and to

Monday

Sunday
Brian's Place
50¢ Drafts
$1.00 Schnapp
Shots

March

said. '1 will talk about how to
improve communication and balance between mind and body to
increase both mental and physical
well being."
This year there will be a blood
drive, and participants will be able to
test their glucose levels with the
American Red Cross.
Students and faculty do not have

promote health behaviors and it's just
a good time," said Heather Morris,
co-chair for the health fair and senior
of dietetics.
The mind, body and health presentation will be at 2 p.m. It will be
led by Russell E. Gruber in the aerobics area of the Recreation Center.
"For many of us, a state of chronic
stress has become the norm," Gruber
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Call Career Serv.

14

Thursday
Bingo @ the
Moose Lodge
Every
Thursday Nite
7 :00pm

Exel Informational Health Fair @ Student
Rec 10am-4pm
Session Bpm
Free Admission
Kansas Room Union
Exel Interviews
13

to be a health major to artend the
fair. The
Health
Education
Resource Center would like every
student and faculty member to
come. The fair is designed and produced by volunteers in an artempt to
promote health.
The event is sponsored by the
HERC; entry is free and the larger
giveaways are limited to the first 500

15

16

students. This is in addition to the
exhibitor giveaways and goodie bags
all promoting health resources and
healthy behaviors.
Sara Kent, sophomore dietetics
major, artended last years fair and is a
volunteer for this year's fair.
'1t was a good experience, there
was a lot of information they covered," Kent said.
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FUTURE:

(oNnNUED FROM PACE 1

This specific construction will take
place, and contractor trailers will be
brought to the site for material storage to create construction office
space, Shrake said.
The exact start date of construction activity is yet to be determined
because of a contract waiting to be
finalized in Springfield. Shrake said
contractors cannot move in until the
contract is finalized.
Even though there is no specific date
for the start of construction, he said it
could happen this week. When grotmd
officially does break, the asbestos
removal from Buzzard House and
Clinical Services will be the first tasks to
be accomplished.
"It's a huge project," said Bill
Hubschmitt, associate art professor. '1t
doesn't happen overnight."
H ubschmitt said once the project
is done, it will be a "huge boost" for
the art department. He said he thinks
credit goes to the people on and off
campus who have worked hard to get
this project underway.
The projected finish date for
Doudna is in 2007, Shrake said.
In addition to the fencing and trail-

"Organization of the
work site is still being
determined."
STEVE SHRAKE,
MANAGER O f DESIGN AND CO NSTRU CllON

ers, phone service and temporary power
for the contractors will be arranged with
utility companies, Shrake said.
Other work will consist of new
floors, walls, ceilings, electrical, plumbing, cooling and heating systems.
"My expectation for this project is to
have a building that meets the functional requirements of the College of Arts
and Humanities and eliminates the
deferred maintenance that had accumulated in the existing building," Shrake
said. '1 expect to have a building that the
campus community and the Charleston
community can be very proud o£''
While Shrake said it is too early to
derennine the number of worl<ers that
will be involved in this project, he said
the number will vary depending on the
type ofworl< going on at any given time.
"Organization of the work site is
still being determined," he said. "The
contractors have been holding planning meetings to work out schedules
among themselves."

grve m e a n excepti ona l value

PAGE

CONSTRUCTION:

WOMEN:

(oNnNUED FROM PACE 1

(oNnNUED FROM PACE 1

need financial assistance to further
their education, he said.
Once built, students will be able
to walk through the Doudna Fine
Arts Center to get to their destination, and it gives the university a
chance to expose students to the
arts, Cooley said.
Signs will be put up and the
construction area will be fenced
off, he said.
The city and Eastern plan to
reroute vehicle traffic onto Ninth
Street, Cooley said.
"We worked with the university
hand and hand to develop an
effective plan to reroute traffic,"
said City Manager Scott Smith.
A lot of the traffic on Seventh
Street comes from students, but
they will be able to get to their destinations. It just might not be as
convenient, Smith said.
"It's a change and will take
some getting used to, but I don't
see it causing a tremendous problem," he said.
A map of alternative routes is
available on the facilities web site at
www.eiu.edu/ ~physplnt.

an ideal image of women, pornography also has an effect on the image
of women.
A large segment of the population
consumes pornography and a growing number of people are involved in
making pornography.
According to the Family Safe
Media Web site statistics, the United
States pornography industry in 2003
earned $12 billion of the $57 billion
earned world wide .
Porn revenue is larger than all combined revenues ofall professional football, baseball and basketball franchises, according to the FSM Web site.
Violent pornography has a numbing effect and allows men to commit
sexual assaults without recognizing
the pain suffered by their female victims, Dines said. There are many
crimes in the world, such as rape, imitating the crimes seen in the media.
"Media influences how women are
viewed and treated in society," Dines
said.
The dominating theme of a loving
relationship in the media has increasingly shifred to include explicit sexual
references that are ofren demearting to
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women, Mills said.
'1t is not a love story," Mills said.
'1t's important to distinguish between
porno and erotica." Mills said erotica
is more relationship centered, has
more equal-power relationships and
there is actually a plot to the story
worth following.
There are various arguments about
the relationship between the freedom
of press ensured by the First
Amendment and pornography.
"While the First Amendment gives
people the right to produce (pornography), I don't think that means there
aren't consequences for watching it,"
Mills said. '1t just doesn't do justice to
human relationships."
The most serious problem is children have been models in pornography as well, and they are easily exposed
to porn by the media, Dines said.
Child pornography generates $3
billion annually, according to the
FSM report.
"Porno is not about sex; it is about
money," Dines said. '1t is even more
important as we move toward a society where fewer and fewer capitalists
own the media. VIsual literacy is one
way to make this country more democratic and equal by changing the
notions of women as passive objects."
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
Peer Helpers Wanted: Looking
for upperclassmen to work with
incoming students for the Fall.
Must
have
2.5
GPA.
Applications available in the
Minority Affairs Office, Clinical
Service Bldg.

------------------~9

Caring individuals needed to
work with adults with developmental disabilities in a group
home setting stressing community integrated living. Now hiring
PT evenings and weekends.

BRmANY RIDGE
TOWNHOUSES
2 persons @ $375
3 persons @ $250
4 persons@ $188
5 persons@ $188
3 4 BR, 2 112 baths, cent. air, cable
& net wimg, wid, disi'M'asher

Not just blueprints...Great
housing for 17 years

-~-tf:9~M1

Jim Wood , Realto

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489- Fax 345-4472

[BQ
..

Apply in person at Tull House,
1911 18th St., Charleston. 3453552.

-----------------~11
Looking for a summer job? We
are looking for you! 25-30 hours
per week, Mon-Fri 9a-1 p and/or
5p-10p. Some Saturdays. Apply
with CONSOLIDATED MARKET RESPONSE. 217-6391135.

-----------------~11
!BARTENDERS
WANTED!
$300/ day potential. No experience necessary. Training provided. 800-965-6520 ext. 239
-----------------~14
Computer programmer full time
position open for Effingham,
Illinois medical office. Starting
salary from $40,000 to $60,000
per year depending on training,
experience, and skills. Benefits
included. Email resume to programmerccmc@ hotmail.com

-----------------~21
Get paid to think. Make $75 taking on-line surveys. www.moneyauthor.com.

-----------------~22

FOR RENT
Nice 3-4 bedroom house, 2
bath, dishwasher, wash/dryer.
$250 each. No pets. Call Dustin
at 630-302-2676.

------------------~9

For Rent: 6 bedroom house.
1110 Third 2 blocks from EIU.
1o month lease. Call 348-7872

-----------------~10
3
bedroom
For
Rent:
duplex, 1718
12th.
Newly
remodeled. Washer/dryer. 10
month lease. Call 348-7872

::::..~

FOR RENT

-----------------~11
Available immediately!
bedroom and 5 bedroom house.
$240/month @ 1420 7th street.
Call 348-6011.
-----------------~11
3 bedroom house for rent. 1o
month lease. $275 each for 3
students. 217-549-7242.

-----------------~11
Home for rent. 4 bedrooms. 10
or 12 month lease available.
$800/month excluding utilities.
ready.
E-mail
Cable
bgwardy@d214.org or phone
847-202-8733.
-----------------~11

1&2 BR apts, close to Buzzard,
water paid, 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.

--------~31
3&4 BR houses, close to EIU,
w/d, ale, 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood Realtor
--------~31
2BR moneysavers at $210250/person. CABLE & INTERNET INCL. Don't miss it. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood

Close to campus

Realtor.

345-6533

--------~31
Grad student, faculty. Apts for 1,
near EIU. $300-350. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals,
Realtor.

FOR RENT

W/Ds, no pets. 345-9267.
_________________3/25
3 bedroom, 1 bath house available for Fall 2005. Good 4th
street location. $225/month.
897-6266. 898-9143.
_________________3/29
3-4 person 3 bedroom duplex
apt. 1 bath, newly remodeled
kitchen and bath. Included:
elec., water, gas, trash,
basic cable, internet, central
air.
Females
preferred.
Available Aug. 1. Call 348-

Jim Wood,

--------~31
BRIITANY RIDGE townhouses
for 2-5. $188-375. DSL wiring.

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
AVAILABLE MAY 15, 2005.
CLOSE TO DAIRY QUEEN.

--------~31
AVAILABLE 2005-2006. 1, 2, &
3 FULLY FURNISHED APARTMENTS. DSUBROADBAND
(WIRED/WIRELESS) CAPA-

WATER, TRASH PAID. 10
OR 12 MONTH LEASE.
PETS WITH DEPOSIT. 3488305.
Fall 2005: 4 bedroom 2 bath
unique house. Good renter's
discount $900 a month. 234-

---------~8

-----------------~11
House For Rent 2-3 bedroom
house, 5 block walk from
square, washer/dryer, excellent
parking trash included, no pets.
Available now.345-9665

The answer is ...

----------------~~21
For Lease Fall 2005 3 bedroom
house, 5 blocks walk from
square, washer/dryer, excellent
parking, trash included, no

ACROSS
29 Online activity
1 Evergreen trees 30 Functioned as
5 Hammer part
33 Unwitting tools
9 Fit for a king
34 Snowy locale in
14 Massage target
a Frost poem

----------------~~22

345-9422

----------------~~22

2 br. duplexes and 1 or 2 br.
apartments availabe for Fall
semster. Furnished, well kept,
affordable. Water, trash paid.
Maintance
24/7.
Village
Rentals. 345-2516

----------------~~22

Nice Size 1 bedroom apartment.Very clean, A/C good
parking, garbage included.
Available Summer 05'. Call
217-840-6427
----------------~~25
GREAT LOCATION LARGE ONE
AND TWO BEDROOM APART-

MENTS. TRASH AND WATER
PAID. NO PETS. 348-0209.
----------------~~25

llJe~nulorklluu•

Crossword

,.

20 "I should say

___

21 Actress Gaynor

35 Currently "in"
36 Hightailed it

---------~8

8774

3148 or www.pantherpads.com
___________________00
Riley Creek homes, close to
campus and shopping, available for the 2005-2006 school
year. Water and trash service
included. Pets considered with
additional deposit. Call for
terms and availability. 54937 41. Leave message.
___________________00

-----------------~21
For rent: efficiency close to
campus. No smoking, no pets.
$325/mo all utilities included.

BUCHANAN STREET APART-

Males only. 345-3232 days.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2

call 345-1266
___________________00

MENTS: 1 bedroom apartment
available in June water and
trash included off street parking

Edited by Will Shortz

No. 0126

47 Circular dinner
order
50 Actor's minimum
52 Atomic
55 Lies against
56 ... Reagan's
first interior secretary

58 Camp craft
38 Kind of package 59 Tall story
39 B&B

so Elvis's middle

40 Up
41 "I __ Right to
Sing the Blues•
Wolf's
home
42

61 Steps lightly
62 New York county
63 Lucy Lawless

43 After the whistle

23 Certain OPEC
minister

44 Green eggs and
ham profferer,
in Dr. Seuss

27 Lorraine's
neighbor

---------~8

Fall 2005 EXTRA NICE home at
1524 2nd Street for 7-1 o peo-

37 Manifests

22 Leaves high
and dry

25 Gravity-powered vehicle

CARPETE~

CABLE, WATER INCL. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.

MENTS.

follower

2 BEDROOM.

ple: 3 bathrooms, WID hookup, wireless DSL, central air, no
pets, $300/person/month. 345-

information call 345-5088
_________________3/31

19 Jazz singer
Carmen

---------~8

8305.

AND ON LINCOLN STREET.
CALL 348-0157 FOR INFORAND
APPOINTMATION

17 ... Boo or yoo

OF 05/06. 1430 1/2 9TH.
TRASH PAID. OFF STREET
PARKING. 11 MONTH LEASE.
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO

1 BEDROOM HOUSE CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. AVAILABLE
JUNE 1ST #300 INCLUDES
TRASH.345-401 0
00
APARTMENTS
ON
THE
SQUARE EXTRA NICE. 1 AND

apt? Try this 2BR priced for one
INTERNET,
at
$380/mo.

--------~31
1 person looking for a roomy

for 05-06 school year. Close to
campus washer/dryer,stove,
fridge,dishwasher. For more

16 Dress type

4 BEDROOM
UPSTAIRS
APARTMENT. FALUSPRING

ES WATER AND TRASH 3454010
___________________00

June 1st. 708-359-5582.

15 Inauguration
highlight

FOR RENT

FALUSPRING OF 05/06. 1426
9TH. TRASH PAID. OFF
STREET PARKING. 11 MONTH
LEASE.
SECURITY
REQUIRED. NO PETS. 348-

345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.

Attention Students: Nice Cozy 3
bedroom house still available

----------------~~21
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS 3 BEDROOM APT.
THREE PEOPLE $235 EACH.

FOR RENT

CIA, D!W. $350/$450 INLCUD-

9359.
_________________3/30

pets.345-9665

LAKEVIEW COLLEGE OF NURSING. Open house tonight at 6:30 in
Grand Ballroom in MLK Student Union. Plan to attend to find out
about nursing opportunities, admission, curriculum, financial aid,
and scholarships.
SIGMA DELTA Pl. Movie night Thursday March 1Oth from 7 9pm in
lumpkin Auditorium. We wi ll be sponsoring a movie night. We are
showing "EI Norte." The movie is in Spanish with English subtitles.
Free to attend.

3 BEDRROM APARTMENTS.

-----------------~11
Student housing. 2 bedroom
apartment. $500/month. Walk
to campus! Available starting
-----------------~11
For rent. Girls only. 1, 2, 3 bedroom apartments across from
Buzzard. Call 345-2652.

CAMPUS CLIPS

PETS 348-8305.

BLE. LARGE BEDROOMS
AND
SOME
UTILITIES
EXCELLENT
INCLUDED.
LOCATIONS ON 9TH STREET
(ACROSS FROM BUZZARD)

Quiet apartment close to campus. 1 br, off-street parking.
$350/mo. All utilities included.

call Autumn at 348-1479

4LOCATIONS

-----------------~11
For rent: 3 bedroom duplex.
1718 121h. Newly remodeled.
Washer/dryer. 1o month lease.
Call 348-7872.

-----------------~11
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES NOW SHOWING FOR
FALL 2005 2,3 &5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
&HOUSES.
Contact Mellissa @ 345-

Fall
of
2005.
Fully
furnished,free parking. For
questions and appointments

1,2,&3Bedrooms

Clean 3 bedroom homes close
to campus and 2 bedroom
apartments.
Dishwashers,

10 MONTH LEASE OPTIONAL.
OFF-STREET
PARKING,
TRASH INCLUDED. 345-3554.

-----------------~11
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS:
Now showing for Spring and

()LfJ[f(Jftl{'{Eh1fl{'{fJGE(ffE{'{f

For rent: 6 bedroom house. 110
Third. 2 blocks from EIU. 10
month lease. Call 348-7872.

-----------------~10
Duplex: New 1 & 2 bedroom
apts. Rustic, loft, w/d, ground
floor. Call217-276-1022.

6210,5490212.www.eiuprops.com

FOR RENT

45 Rigatoni relative
46 Puzzles solved
with a pencil

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

name

role
DOWN
1 Open wide
2 Cavern feature
3 ... Oldtime radio
station in a
13 Venerable
31 cardiology con1990'sAMC
Virginia family
cern
series
18 Some Apples
32 Robert Fulton
4 Prepared
power source
24 Sperry's partner
5 Trig function
34 ... English river,
6 "Chicago Hope• 26 Little shavers
site of the ruins
27 Sap sucker
actress
of Tintern
Abbey
7 Completely
28 "Mule Train"

8 ... Inventor of
the sewing
machine

9 Certain plane
engines
10 Charlton Heston
title role
11 Lass
12 Art sch. class

singer, 1949

29 Onetime
"Masterpiece
Theatre" host

37 Big blow
38 Rain or shine
preceder

45 Alphabetically
last top 40 rock
artist
46 Polynesian language
47 Warsaw
48 Construction
beam
49 New Mexico
Indian
51 Scorch

53 George Orwell's
30 ... Massachu40 Pen names
alma mater
setts birthplace
of the 19th-cen- 41 Stares
54 Sicilian peak
tury feminist
44 Like some solu- 57 Candle
Elizabeth
tions
dripping
Packard
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS:
1611 91h Street 1 Block East
Old Main now leasing for
Summer and Fall 05- Spring
06'. Completely furnished heat
and garbage included. Three
month summer or 9 month full
lease Call345-7136.
_________________00
For Lease-Fall 2005, 2 bedroom duplex unfurnished Apts.
Washer/Dryer, trash included,
Central air, nice parking area,

close to Morton Park. 1o month
lease. 24/7 maintenance. No
pets. 217-346-3583.
_________________00
For Lease-Fall 2005, 3 bedroom unfurnished apt.- new furnace/central air, new appliances including-dishwasher,
over range microwave, washer/dryer, range, and refrigerator
with ice maker. New carpet,
ceiling fans, and fresh paint.
DSL wiring. Great location 12th
and Arthur. 24/7 maintenance.
Call
today
217-346-3583
JWheels LLC.
_________________00

FOR RENT

~Apartments

05 - 06. Luxury apartments,
townhouses, and student rental
houses all excellent locations.
Prices vary. For more information call us at 345-0652 or look
us up at www.myeiuhome.com
_________________00
www.jwilliamsrentals .com
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing
now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good
locations, nice apartments, off
street parking, trash paid. No
pets. 345-7286.
_________________00
For Fall '05 1,2,and 3 bedrooms
for close to campus. 4 locations
to choose from. Call 345-6533
_________________00

~Houses

for groups of 3 & 4

~Townhouses,

3 & 4 BR for 2 to 5 persons

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472

BUSINESS
---~
NEED A
LITTLE
RESCUING?

Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000
_________________00

For Lease-Fall 2005* 2,3,4,5,6
bedroom houses, great locations, competitive rates, washer/dryer, central air, DSL wiring
throughout, 24/7 maintenance,
call today: 217-346-3583.
_________________00

Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished, parking, laundry, FREE

For Lease-Fall 2005, 4 bedroom unfurnished apt., 2 full
baths, great location 12th and
Arthur, DSL wiring, good parking, 24/7 maintenance. Call
today: 217-346-3583. JWheels

VERY AFFORDABLE: Now
leasing 1,2,and 3 bedroom

DSL Fast internet, $490. 913
and 917 4th St. 235-0405 or
317-3085.
_________________00

apartments,three
bedroom
house. All within two blocks of

3 bedroom house for fall 2005.
Free parking, furnished, new
carpet. For information contact
Kim at 346-3583.
_________________00
FALL 2005 NEW CONSTRUCTION! 3 bedroom, 2 ba1h unit.
Excellent location. WID, disposal, dishwasher, and excellent
parking included. ALSO, VERY
NICE 1 BEDROOM APT. WITH
OFFICE SPACE. EXCELLENT
LOCATION. $350/MONTH. For
more info call 345-0652.
_________________00
Available for Summer and Fall

_________________.oo

Close to everything. Nice 3 BR
house. Across from Old Main.
DIW, stove, refrigerator, 10 1/2

ADVERTISE IN
THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS
CALL

FOR RENT
Royal Heights Apartments. 3
BR apartments fall 2005.
Remodeled, free parking. Call
Kim. 346-3583.
_________________00
STUDENTS, DON'T SIGN A
NEW LEASE UNTIL YOU HAVE
CHECKED
OUT
CHARLESTON'S
NEWEST
OFF CAMPUS STUDENT
RENTAL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT!!! UNIVERSITY VILLAGE. 28 NEW 4 BEDROOM
HOMES AND 96 NEW 3 BEDROOM DUPLEXES. 4 ACRE
PARK IN THE CENTER OF THE
COMMUNITY. ALL SINGLE
STORY UNITS. NO STAIRS TO
CLIMB. SAND VOLLEYBALL,
BASKETBALL.
AVAILABLE
FALL 2005!!! COMPETITIVE
PRICING!!!! LEASING OFFICE
NOW OPEN. CALL FOR
INFORMATION. 348-1099. WEB
SITE: WWW.UNIVERSITYVILLAGEHOUSING.COM
00
2 BEDROOM HOUSE 905

05-06 school year. Clean modern apartments and homes
utilities
included.
w/some

NEW LUXURY 4 BEDROOM, 2
BATH LARGE APARTMENTS,

1,2,3,4,&5 bedrooms. WID in
some units also. NOT ALL

WID INCLUDED WIRED FOR
HIGH SPEED INTERNET.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1120
EDGAR DRIVE. 345-6100.
_________________00
Very Nice 3 bedroom house. All
new interior- washer/dryer,
dishwasher, deck.$295 each.
345-6967
_________________00

CLOSE TO CAMPUS. NO
PETS!!!! 217-345-4494.
00
Available now. 1 BR apartment
in Charleston close to the
square. Stove/fridge, nice location. For more information call

_________________oo

4 Bedroom Apt. 1/2 block from

www.charlestonilapts. com
LOOK US UP for details on

campus. $235 each
included. 345-6967

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER

these 2005-06 Apts: 2001 S.
12th Street, 1305 18th Street,

05-06,

955 4th Street, 605 W. Grant,
117 W. Polk and 905 A Street.
Rents from $230 to $475 per

across from campus. 1 BR
apartments, 10 month lease
with heat and water paid. $375

person. Call to make appointments at 348-7746.
_________________00

month. No pets please. 3480006.
00

AITENTION GIRLS! IF YOU
WOULD LIKE A NICE,
ROOMY, FURNISHED 3 BR
APARTMENT WITH LARGE
CLOSETS, LOW RENT, LOW
UTILITY BILLS AND A LANDLORD THAT CARES FOR
THE 05-06 SCHOOL YEAR,
CALL 345-3664. SEEING IS
BELIEVING!
10
MONTH
LEASE. NO PETS.

excellent

trash

345-5088.
_________________00

ARTHUR. 345-6100.

00

----------------~00
EFFICIENCY APT. LOCATED AT
501 1/2 TAYLOR. $300 MONTH.

LEASE
AND
DEPOSIT
REQUIRED. CALL 345-7522
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462.
----------------~00
201 5TH ST. 2 BEDROOM
HOUSE CARPETED, NICE
BATH AND LARGE KITCHEN,
INSULATED WITH NEW WINDOWS. AIC AND CEILING

FANS. UNFURNISHED. CALL
345-7522 AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462.
LEASE
DEPOSIT REQUIRED.

PLACE AN AD

2006. Close to campus. 8 bedrooms. Call Ann or Lisa at 3488563 or Liz at 708-408-1585.
______________3130
Roommate needed to share
house w/male EIU Students.
Lease ending 5/31/04. Call 3480614, leave message.
_________________00

FOR SALE

AND

2001 Dodge Neon, ES. 4 door,
auto, ale, cruise, power windows and locks, sunroof, keyless entry, excellent condition,
88Kmiles, $5,000. 345-4504
_______________3111
MATTOON BRICK, 3 BR 1
bath,
fireplace.
LARGE
DETACHED GARAGE-1 1/2
lots on dead-end street. Needs
updates. By Appt. $74,900.
618-351-1228/618-534-2812.
3111

PERSONALS

----------------~00
EXTRA NICE UPSTAIRS APT.

AITENTION ALL GRADUATING SENIORS! If you are inter-

JUST CAME AVAILABLE. 208
1/2 6TH ST. CARPETED AIC
SHOWER WASHER AND
DRYER. 345-7522 AFTER 5:30

ested in a yearbook of your senior year, and are not sure how to

CALL 345-9462 ASK
LARRY.

FOR

----------------~00
HOUSE FOR RENT AT 501
TAYLOR. GREAT LOCATION 3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS 3
BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4
STUDENTS. AIC CARPETED
EXCELLENT
CONDITION
CALL 345-7522 AFTER 5:30

CALL 345-9462.
00

ROOMMATES
Just north of Stix. 11 OS Fourth
St. 2 bedroom $400 divided by
two plus utilities. 581-5478.
_________________319

00
location,

DON'T BE SAD

Female roommate needed
ASAP or Fall 2005 and Spring

month lease. 348-8406.

campus. Call 345-5373 or 5495593
_________________00

LLC
_________________00

2 and 3 BR furnished apts.
Utilities included. Just E. of Greek
Court. No pets. Call549-2615.

345-3253.

S81o2816

FOR RENT

ROOMMATES

----------------~00
Girls 5 Bedroom and 3
Bedroom
Houses.
Newly
Remodeled WID OW. Trash
Paid. 1 Block from Campus.

.Jim Wood, Realtor

BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 05-06. PLENTY OF OFF
STREET PARKING, WATER
AND TRASH INCLUDED.
CALL 345-1266
_________________00

FOR RENT

for 1 or 2 residents

BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER

pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1802
Buzzard Hall, and for only $6 we
will mail you a copy in the Fall
when they are published. Call
581-2812 for more information.
00

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Spring Break Daytona Beach
All expenses except Food;
Condo, Jacuzi, Liquor included.
Share w/3 students. Cell (217)
512-9580. $400. Friday.
______________311 0
Chicago Job Fairs & Career
Fairs, YOUR Chicago Career
Connection! www.chicagojobresource.com.
________________.5/2
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IHSA BOY'S BASKETBALL: CHARLESTON SUPERSECTIONAL

Flora knocks off Tuscola 69-58

BY MATIHEW STEVENS
SPORTS REPORTER

Through the entire evening, the
only thing Flora head coach Phil Leib
struggled with was how to cut the net
down with a pocketknife.
"I don't have scissors. I didn't think
to bring any," Leib said.
Nearly 1000 fans wearing orange
watched Leib hold the net at the top
of ladder at Lantz Arena Tuesday
night as the Flora Wolves defeated the
Tuscola Warriors 69-58 in the Class A
Super-sectionals..
With the win, Flora (25-9)
advanced to the State Finals in Peoria
for the first time since 1984.
"It's been 21 years since the last
time I've been here, and this team is
full of hometown heroes but now
what they did tonight is so special,"
Leib said.
The last time Flora made it to the
Elite Eight, the championship was
played in Champaign and Leib was
an assistant as the Wolves were
coached by the legendary Tom
Welch.
"He was such a mentor of mine
that it makes it even more special to
know that we are finally going back,"
Leib said.
The Wolves never trailed in the
game, but Ttllrola (23-9) had their lead
cut down to two with 2:47 left. But, a
defensive rebotmd went in between
two Wu-rior players and Rora forward
senior Tyler .tvfcGrew layed it in.

A lazy pass at halfcourt by Tuscola
senior guard Anthony Gunnell
turned into a fast break the other
way, leading to a pair of free throws
by Lucas Stanford making the score
62-57.
'1 think we knocked the ball over
to McGrew, and then the we just
lost our composure down the
stretch," Tuscola head coach Bryan
Smith said.
Gtmnellled the all scorers with 20
points on 7 of 14 from the field.
Flora had four players in double
figures but were led by senior guard
Blaine Headlee who finished with 18.
Stanford scored eight of his 17 points
in the fourth quarter.
After a second-place finish in the
Apollo conference, an upset win of
state-ranked Lovington in Sectionals
and being on the sixth team in school
history to make it this way, Smith was
disappointed the ride had to end.
'1 take nothing away from every
kid in that locker room," Smith
said. '1 think people overlooked us
but they set their place in Tuscola
history."
Flora and their coach, Iieb, will
concentrate on putting out a better
performance than its previous trip
where the Wolves lost to Chicago
(Providence-St. Mel) 81-48.
"Everyone asks me hey, how'd you
do the last time?" Lieb said. "Well, we
got wacked by 40.
"Our job now is to make people
forget that," he said.

HOHENADEL:

(oNnNUED FROM PACE 12

a good boxing match. Well, maybe I can. I
think the last decent heavyweight boxing match
I have seen was when one of those Klitschko
brothers lost to Lewis.

COACH:

CoNnNuED FROM AACE 12

hard as if a coach was really there," Hayes
said. "We all want to be good next year and
know we can if we continue to work hard."
A search committee is still narrowing
down resumes for a new coach. Michelle
Steinhaus, OVC Freshmen of the Year, is a
member of the search commirtee and said
they have narrowed 45 resumes down to
three.
Motivation is a major reason the team is
practicing on their own, Steinhaus said.
"Everyone is really motivated because we
all know that with a new coach, we are all
practically freshmen again," she said. "The
new coach has never seen any of us play so
we are all working hard to stay in shape so
we will be able to show the new coach what
we have to offer."
One thing is certain; the women's soccer
team is used to the feeling of success and is
going to do whatever it takes to remain on top.

COMMITTEE:

CoNnNuED FROM AACE 12

STEPHEN H AAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
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Lewis opened up a couple of cuts on
Klitschko's face that are still painful to think
about.
He may have been ahead in the fight, but
the referee had to stop the fight because it was
obvious Klitschko needed stitches.
How about now?

Williams Rentals

Can anyone tell me who holds any one of
the four major championship belts?
Well, Vitali Klitschko is the WBC champion, John Ruiz is the WBA champion, Chris
Byrd is the IBF champion and Lamon Brewster
is the WBO champion.
Where are the likes ofTyson, Holyfield and

find people and rank them in order," Ross
said.
Sallee will be on a committee after speaking to a search committee that eventually
recommended him less than a year ago.
Sallee refi.tSed to comment.
Fischer declared that he and his committee members will get plenty of applicants for
this opening.
"I perceive this as a good or very good
mid-major job with huge positives for somebody willing to move up,'' Fischer said. "We
have an athletic department committed to
winning and an arena that when full, tell me
it's almost not impossible to win."

Lewis? Well Lewis is retired and Holyfield and
Tyson should be. The only ranking list Tyson
appears on is the WBC list and he's 13th on it.
Wiil we ever see the days of gathering
around the tube for a good boxing match
again?
0 nly time will tell.

GREAT SUMMER JOB

1,2, & 3 BEDROOM UNITS
for Fall 2005

*Also openings for summer
*Some with laundry

*Furnished & Unfurnished
*Several nice locations

345-7286

www.jwilliamsrentals.com

8t. Cj)atrick's q)ay
Special
• letter & \ega\ Sbed (op\es
l8'/' x ll f 8V'I x 14)

Departmental &
on ~0# Green Paper Cash Orders Welcome
March 7-1 8 , 2005
While Designated Supplies Last

work@spmspools.co

Remodeling
SPECIAL
StBS & SALADS

Buy One Get One Free
w/ Student or Faculty J.D.
Please Present Coupon

345-SUBS

-----------------------------------

Newl BR & 2 BR Apts

1 Yr Lease - June/August '05

Phone: 581-3820 Fax: 581-7064
the Studio: 581-5334 I 5611

www.eiu.edu/-copyexp/

Quiet Locations-- U nfurnisbed!Fu rnished
For App't Ph.

*from $230-475 mo per person

348-7746
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SOFTBALL

Panthers host twin bill

BY MARCUS )ACKSON

PAGE
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WOMEN'S TENNIS

Panthers to take on IUPUI
after two-week break

SPORTS REPORTER

BY MATT DANIELS

After a I-6 start to the season, the
Panther softball team will look to
bounce back today as the Indiana
State Sycamores come to town for a 3
p.m. double header at Williams Field.
This will be the Panthers' second
chance at the Sycamores this season,
after losing 7-5 to Indiana State last
Sunday at the Wolfe Sycamore Classic
in Terre Haute, Ind.
In that game, the Panthers fell
behind 5-I in the first inning but
never felt like they were out of the
game.
"That was a game where we could
have just rolled over and died," head
coach Lloydene Searle said. "The got
some momentum early, but we
fought hard and really competed."
If the Panthers are to get by the
Sycamores (4-3), they are going to
have to figure out a way to put the ball
in play against freshman Darcy
Wood.
On Sunday, Wood struck out I5
Panthers in her victory.
Despite Wood's dominating numbers, Searle thought the Panther hitters did a good job.
"I thought we did a good job for it
being our first games," she said. "We
got some timely hits which helped us
get back in the game, and when we
compete the way we did, that shows
me that we're going to win our share
of games."
Searle is pleased with the Panthers'
progress at the plate so far this season,
but says her team must improve
defensively to give itself a chance at
STEPHEN HAAS/THE DALY EASTERN NEWS
winning close games.
The Panthers have committed I4 s..iiolr p~ b-'&17 HO®sc\OO<m w:imdls I!IP•¢fll•Ul&uUb lhlk®Ua S\lm
errors, including three in the loss to IIlli~ Fa JaOOtromwm aJ
t F@!Wl. En'J.mJIMlt a dloldil:il!mt tloo'
Indiana State.
&Jp Etll
• S\laJtil aU2 p.an. IJ®daJ aUlhrom.
"In the tournament, we had a
Senior Heather Hoeschen will be
handful of plays where ifwe catch the Robyn Mackie. Through the first
ball with two hands, we're out of seven games, Steele is leading the in the pitching circle for the Panthers
some of the longer innings," Searle team in hitting (.520) hits (13) and m game one.
said. "So if we clean that part up, I've runs batted in (five).
Hoeschen come in 0-3 with a 263
got to be hopeful that we can pull
Mackie's .38I batting average is ERA Sophomore Andrea Darnell
some of these games out."
good fur second on the team, and she will pitch game two. She has the lone
Offensively, the Panthers are led by leads the Panthers in runs scored with Panther win this season and leads the
sophomore Katy Steele and freshman four.
squad with a 0.93 ERA

__ll___

_j

CUSTOMIZE your OV#n
shirt for SPRING BREAK

located at 4th and lincoln

JUST IN FOR
SPRING BREAK

SWIMSUITSI
from Billabong

{1 )Pick Garment

NOW OFFERING

EIU Clothing
Custom Lettering
Heat Transfers
Sewn Lettering
{2)Choose LeHers {3)Choose Material/Colors

STAFF WRITER

It has been nearly two weeks since

the Eastern women's tennis team has
been in action. On Wednesday,
Eastern (3-2) travels to Indianapolis
to play Indiana University Purdue
University at Indianapolis (3-5).
"We are expecting a very close
match just like last year against
them," head coach Brian Holzgrafe
said. '1UPUI has a very good coach
and are the defending conference
champions in their conference."
After winning two of three OVC
matches two weekends ago, Eastern
will be back in the swing of things
starting with this trip to Indianapolis.
This upcoming weekend, Eastern
travels to the Columbia, Mo., to take
on host team Missouri on Saturday
and Air Force on Sunday.
IUPUI is just coming off a threematch losing streak, winning this
past weekend against the University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Senior
Michelle Cunningham, the No. 2
singles player, leads the charge for the
Jaguars. She ranks first in career singles victories at IUPUI with 6I
including an I8-2 singles record last
year. Junior Mallory Sternle, who
boasts a 10-7 overall record at No. I
singles this year, teams up with
Cunningham at No. I doubles. The
duo has a combined II-4 record this
year.
IUPUI, which competes in the
Mid-Continent Conference, has had
four tennis players win the conference
athlete of the week award this year.
"I feel we have a very fu.ir chance
in these upcoming matches," No. I
singles player Sandra Sasidharan said.
One factor that the team will have
to deal with is having only five members on the team. Sophomore
Constanza Comacho, who had been
rotating between No. 5 and 6 singles,
left the team last week.
"We will forfeit a singles match
and a doubles match until we have
another player," Holzgrafe said.

Do you want

"We will forieit a
singtes match and a
doubles match until we
have another player."
BRIAN HOLZGRAFE, EASTERN TENNIS COACH

The wait will not be long however,
Holzgrafe says, as help is on the way.
"We should have another player by
the end of next week, but our overall
team morale is still strong,"
Holzgrafe said. "Each person is so
pivotal, and each individual helps
out the team."
Holzgrafe feels that the younger
players have stepped up their respective games and that is making the
team stronger.
"The freshman have contributed
and have been really good so far,"
Holzgrafe said. "Sandra and Madina
(Mambetova) have been really
tough."
Mambetova, a sophomore, has
moved up from the No. 4 singles
spot she had last year and is now at
No. 3 singles.
"The competitiveness that Madina
brings to the team is great,"
Holzgrafe said.
Sasidharan feels that since the
team is so young, it only helps.
'1n a way, it makes us tougher and
we are able to learn faster,"
Sasidharan said.
Sasidharan has moved up into the
number-one singles spot, a spot that
she is adjusting to every match.
"The level at number one is a lot
more tougher," Sasidharan said. "I
am growing up with every match
that I play, sott of learning as I go
along."
With only five players now, the
team will have to come together this
week.
"We're going to go in and give it
our best and see what happens,"
Sasidharan said.

DAVC A~E

at EIU?

The Student Government and Faculty Senate
need your help in surveying childcare need.
If you have children and wish to provide
input, please ioin the listserv by sending
your name to eiudaycare@yahoo.com
For more information you can contact Dirk
Muffler at 581-7672 or at cudam2@eiu.edu
or John Pommier at ihpommier@eiu.edu
Please tell you friends and
help make this happen!

~

PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
WEDNESDAY

SoFTBALL vs. INDIANA STATE (DOUBLEHEADER)
W()I.IEN'S TENNIS AT IU PU I

FRIDAY

BAsEBALL AT ARKANSAS
INDOOR TRICK

SATURDAY

& FIELD AT NCAA

CHAMPIONSHIPS

WRESTLING AT NCAA WESf REGIONAL
W()I.IEN'S TENNIS AT M ISSOURI

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

.~ BALL
-FOUR
JOHN HOHENADEL
SPORTS REPORTER

Boxing
has lost
its stars
I was flipping through the
channels last night around 11 :30
or so, and I came across one of
the greatest boxing matches I have
ever seen in my life.
The match pitted a young, up
and coming Italian fighter from
Philadelphia against an older
black fighter in the prime of his
career.
The match was a special match
that lasted 15 rounds and took
place in the young Italian's hometown. Needless to say, the crowd
was behind the hometown fighter.
Throughout the fight it seemed
as though the fighter from Phillie
didn't understand the concept of
fighting with his hands up. He
took jab afrer jab from the more
experienced fighter, but the
Philadelphia native had heart. It
was almost like the punches had
no effect on him.
The veteran fighter knocked
the young Philadelphia native
down twice before "The Italian
Stallion'' knocked Apollo Creed
out to clinch the championship.
The boxing match I saw last
night was in the movie Rocky 2.
My roommate and I were sitting there watching the movie
and we started to talk about when
we were younger and how big a
good fight on pay-per-view was.
Does anyone remember when
the 50-year-old George Foreman
knocked out Michael Moore to
win the championship?
More recently, how about when
Evander Holyfield beat Mike
Tyson, and then in the second
fight Tyson decided to bite
Holyfield's ears off.
Lets follow Holyfield's more
recent fights.
Holyfield has fought a couple
of no names in the past couple of
years, and it's been sad to watch
him. His age shows. He doesn't
move as well as he used to. He
doesn't use that head-butt trick
like he did against Tyson. For
Pete's sake the man can barely
punch, yet he's in the ring. It's
almost sad to watch.
A boxing match that wasn't sad
for me to watch was the Tyson
versus Lennox Lewis fight.
Anytime you get to see a convicted rapist get his face beat in, it
puts a smile on your face.
Those were the days though. I
can't remember the last time I saw
SEE H O HE NA DEL PAGE 10
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

No coach, no problem

Practice continues for players even without coach
BY H EATHER REOENBO
STAFF WRITER

CARRIE HOLLIStrHE DAILY EASTIRN NEWS
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The Eastern women's soccer team is
not letting the absence of a coach
affect it from working hard to remain
the best in the conference.
Though there are uncertainties
about the upcoming soccer season
with no replacement named for exhead coach Steve Ballard, the Panthers
haven't hesitated in getting prepared.
"We are all still coming in and
working as hard as we can because we
still have to prove to our new coach
what we are capable of," junior forward Sharyne Connell said.
The Panthers have been conditioning and practicing under the supervision of former Eastern soccer standout, Beth Leison.
Connell had nothing but positive
thoughts concerning the spring season.
The women's soccer team has experienced success for the past five years,
winning five straight Ohio Valley
Conference championships. And for
the team's seniors-to-be, all they want
is to end their careers on top.
"None of us know exactly what to
expect and we will have a lot of adjusting to do before next year, but we all
want to go out with a bang," Connell
said.
Sometimes athletes seem to work
harder when they know the coach is
watching, but that isn't the case for
this team, freshmen midfielder
Kathleen Hayes said.
The whole team always works as
hard as they can, regardless of who is
present in the gym or on the field, she
said.
"The entire team is working just as
SEE COAC H PAGE 10

THE NEXT

COACH IS

•••

Brock Thompson
+ Assistant women's soccer
coach at Indiana State (2004)
Team's second place finish in the
Missouri Valley Conference was
the highest in school history.
+ Head women's soccer coach
at University of Mary in
Bismarck NO (2001 2004)
+ Advanced to the NAIA
Tournament in 2002 and 2003;
Region Ill Coach of the Year in
2002 and 2003.
-· interviewing today

Kristie Braunston
+ Assistant Women's Soccer
Coach at University of
Wisconsin Madison (2001 )
Braunston is the Badgers'
recruiting coordinator; the team
went 16 6 1 in 2004.
+ Graduate Assistant at Texas
Christian University (1999
2001 )
•• interviewing Thursday

Timothy Nowak
+ Assistant women's soccer
coach at the University of
Louisville (2001 )
+ The Cardinals went 12 5 3 in
2004, losing in the second

round of the Conference USA
tournament.
+ Nowak also led the Java non
Soccer Club to the Snickers
Kentucky State Cup and to a
place in the U.S. Youth Soccer
Region II Championships.
-· interviewing Friday

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Committee formed to find Samuels replacement
Search CommiHee
Bud Fisrner, biological
science professor
Mike Bradd, WEIU TV
CeCi Brinker, director of
Student Life
Bobby Catchings, freshman
guard
Dave Kidwell, sports info
director
Gary Kling. Panther Club
president
Brenda Ross, director of
admissions
Brady Sallee, women's
basketball coach

BY MATTHEW STEVENS
SPORTS REPORTER

The first step in the process of hiring
a new men's basketball head coach was
taken today as the eight-member
search committee was announced
Monday.
The members consist of professor of
biological science Bud Fischer, WEIUTV play-by-play broadcaster Mike
Bradd, Director ofStudent Life Cecilia
Brinker, redshirt freshman guard
Bobby Catchings, Sports Information
Director Dave Kidwell, president of
the Panther Club Gary Kling, Director
of Admissions Brenda Ross and
women's basketball coach Brady Sallee.
"The search committee encompass-

es a broad range of campus constituencies," Director of Athletics Rich
McDuffie said.
Fischer will be the chair of the committee and along with the other seven
members will receive instructions from
McDuffie on Wednesday and begin
reviewing candidates the week of
March
21.
"I guess I'm the chair, but it will be a
group effort in making this process,"
Fischer said. "I take it as an honor to fill
an extremely important job at this university."
In the Wednesday meeting,
McDuffie will lay down the instructions of the committee along with
explaining the job description and a
timetable of how the process will occur.

Athletic success is not the only ideal
that the committee will be evaluating
as it narrows the list of people applying.
"The most important thing in my
head is finding a person who understands academics and athletics are supposed to work together as one," Fischer
said. "We are a academic instiution
here, and it wouldn't make sense to hire
somebody that only graduates a few of
their players."
The only concern could be what
kind of committee they turn out to be.
'Tm going to ask [Dr. McDuffie] are
we a screening committtee meaning
narrowing the pool fur him or are we a
search committee meaning we get to
SEE COMMITTEE PAGE 10

